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Impact of Brexit on Private Forest Owners

Teagasc Talking Timber Events 2017

Bill Stanley, Director of Strategy and New Business

Timber Industry Brexit Forum

We have a working assumption that there are no
demand constraints for Irish timber …

Irish Timber Supply set to double
from 4m m3 (2016) to 8m m3 (2035)

UK has an “insatiable” demand for
sawnwood – of which Ireland

currently satisfies 6%
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90% of the entire value chain passes through the
“gateway” processors …

20,000 small scale
private growers

10 “gateway” processors
>80 % of industry output

is consumed in the UK

The impacts of Brexit on the industry will change
over time …

Now
Significant uncertainty

Adverse currency movements

Market caution

Near / Medium Term
Greater uncertainty

Delayed investment
Contractual issues

Customs and logistics issues

UK Recession

Medium / Long Term
Nothing is certain

Risk of Deep UK Recession
Tariffs

Customs and logistics issues
Standards divergence
Unfavourable trade

agreements

June 2016 April 2019 Unknown

Article 50 Negotiations
2 years

Transition Arrangements
3 - 5 years (???)

New Paradigm
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Right now the impact of currency movement is
particularly painful …

• £/€ value has fallen by >24%
in the last 2 years (17% since
the Brexit referendum)

• Many commentators
predicting parity by year end

• i.e. The product that you sold
in the UK in November 2015
for €100 is now worth €76
and falling

Brexit
Referendum

Exchange rate impact has been offset by significant
volume demand and buoyant Irish construction …

UK Construction Market

• Strong growth in construction activity over the last 2
years

• Early signals of a slowdown

• Non wage inflation leading to reduced retail spend

• Reduced output from Sweden has kept supply
levels steady

Irish Construction Market

• 12-month outlook for Irish construction continues
to improve with strong activity in the first half of
the year

• Housing starts forecast at c. 18k in 2017 and 20k
in 2018 (up from 12.6k in 2016)

• Construction Managers PMI has been consistently
North of 57

Ulster Bank ROI construction purchasing managers’
index
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In Summary …

On the negative side:

• Brexit is the biggest challenge facing the
industry since the construction crash

• Effects will impact all points in the supply
chain

• FX impact has been very severe and is getting
worse

• Best case scenario is a loss of
competitiveness and increased complexity

• Worst case scenario is severe structural
damage a potentially unviable industry, loss
of rural jobs, deforestation … etc.

On the positive side:

• Direction of travel is shifting from “hard” to
“soft”

• There are a number of tailwinds offsetting
the currency headwind

• The industry is mobilising itself to deal with
the various scenarios

• The unique Irish challenges are on the
agenda

• Massive UK demand for timber is not going
away

Thank You


